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Weekly Bitcoin and Ethereum Volume 
Bitcoin and Ether's weekly trading
volumes have slipped to the lowest
levels since Jun-Jul 2021. BTC is
down 10% on a year-to-date basis
while Ethereum has lost about 15% of
its trading volume.

The bearish trend in Volume started in
December, as investors de-risked
their portfolios amid growing macro
uncertainty. In addition, the trend
accelerated in early April with BTC
and ETH weekly trade volume down
by over 30% to $7B and $5B
respectively. 
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BTCUSD Volatility  
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The weekly and monthly volatility indexes measure the standard deviation of daily returns over a certain period.  The BTCUSD 30-day
volatility has officially slipped to 17-month low. The chart has declined to the lowest point since November 5, 2020.

In the cryptocurrency market, a prolonged period of low price turbulence often ends with violent price action on either side. Traders are now
carefully awaiting for volatility to awaken as the 7-day volatility has climbed above the 30-day volatility, which could suggest that the market is
"waking up".
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Dormancy Flow 
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 Long-term investors tend to evaluate the

Dormancy Flow as it provides a bigger
picture of price behaviour.  Currently on the
high timeframes (monthly and weekly) 
 Dormancy Flow is signalling as bullish.

Dormancy considers the total volume of
coin-days destroyed and divides it by the
total coin volume transacted to give an
average spent lifespan of a currency (in this
case BTC). High values are bearish signals,
as it suggests that there are a lot of coin
days destroyed in each transaction, while
low volumes (like the ones experienced at
the moment) mean the opposite.

Currently, entity-adjusted dormancy flow
has increased above 250,000 which
historically has marked the beginning of a
significant bull run.
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Exchange Net Position Change 
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 With the bitcoin price hovering at $32K,

there is an exchange outflow rate per
month of some 4.4 billion USD worth of
BTC at today’s market price on major
exchanges. In other words, traders are
currently witnessing one of the biggest
accumulation phases in BTC history as
whales continue to accumulate.

The Exchange Net Position Change
indicator measures whether there is an
inflow or outflow of BTC in accounts linked
to exchanges. During market cycle
bottoms, there is usually a large outflow
from such accounts (as we are currently
experiencing) since holders purchase coins
and transfer them to cold storage. Overall,
this behaviour in Net Position Change
could be taken as a bullish signal.
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Bitcoin: Percent Supply in Profit  
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 Percent Supply in Profit highlights the

percentage of the total supply which is
currently in profit. This metric represents an
oscillator that allows us to better understand
the current state of the market for BTC.
Values near the 95% area suggest market
tops. In this case, as the value is near support,
Bitcoin could be near a market bottom.

The current support (65%) seems to be an
important level as this year BTC bounced off
the area three times, on January 22, February
21, and March 13, corresponding with BTC
price lows at $34,000, $36,350, and $37,555 
 respectively (blue lines).

So far, the Supply in Profit indicator has not
fallen below the 62.5% level (red support line).
If BTC respects this level again, we could
witness a short-term rally in the next few days. 
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Long-term and Short-Term Holder Supply  
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 The chart above presents the proportion of

coins held by LTH in blue. The metric
indicates the recent correction pushed a
historically significant volume of LTH tokens
into an unrealised loss. Even though there is
a historic growth in unrealised losses, long-
term holders have decided to face the risk of
holding their coins instead of selling (which is
still a bullish signal).

Investors are watching the market price
plunge below their cost basis, but instead of
selling, they have catalysed a large scale
redistribution of the Bitcoin supply to
alternative wallets.

This is the 4th time in Bitcoin's history that the
LTH supply chart has left the blue zone. The
last 3 times this occurred the BTC bottom
was already priced in and a massive bullish
uptrend followed.
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